
• Eddie, a carpet layer
• Sick of his job
• Feels unappreciated

• Savni (a woman)
• Wife and mother
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Text A Text B

Main
Character(s)

Carpet Fitter American Pepper

Main
Setting

Plot
Summary

Change
Theme
Message

• Hot day in August
• End of day on a Friday
• Rich Mrs. Vanbrugh’s house; living room

• After laying carpet, Eddie looks for his cigarettes.
• Eddie sees lump on floor.
• Rather than refitting the carpet he pounds the 

lump flat. 
• He discovers his misplaced cigarettes in his truck 

just as he learns that the home owner’s parakeet 
is missing. 

• Foreign country (Not USA)
• Savni’s home/front door
• Living room; dining room

• Savni receives a strange package with a letter  
explaining its contents. 

• Although she can’t translate the letter, the family 
decides it’s pepper sent from her cousin in Ameri-
ca, so they use it to spice up meals for several days. 

• A visitor who speaks English translates the letter.
• Savni discovers the “pepper” is the cremated ashes 

of her relative. 

• Doing something right the first time is always 
better than taking short cuts. 

• Stay focused and don’t daydream when you’re 
on the job. 

• Don’t make assumptions (e.g., contents are 
pepper). Thinking and knowing are two different 
things. 



• Eddie, a carpet layer
• Sick of his job
• Feels unappreciated
• Works in the  labor industry (v. white-collar)

• Savni (a woman)
• Wife and mother
• Uneducated, can’t read English
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Text A Text B

Main
Character(s)

Carpet Fitter American Pepper

Main
Setting

Plot
Summary

Change
Theme
Message

• Hot day in August
• End of day on a Friday
• Rich Mrs. Vanbrugh’s house; living room

• After laying carpet, Eddie looks for his cigarettes.
• Eddie sees lump on floor.
• Rather than refitting the carpet he pounds the 

lump flat. 
• He discovers his misplaced cigarettes in his truck 

just as he learns that the home owner’s parakeet 
is missing. 

• 2 cultures colliding (rich Mrs V and plain Eddie)
• Reader makes a late discovery because the 

author 

• Foreign country (Not USA)
• Savni’s home/front door
• Living room; dining room

• Savni receives a strange package with a letter  
explaining its contents. 

• Since she can’t translate the letter, the family 
decides it’s pepper sent from her cousin in 
America, so they use it to spice up meals.

• A visitor who speaks English translates the letter.
• Savni discovers the “pepper” is the cremated 

ashes of her relative. 
• 2 cultures colliding (“home country” and America)
• Reader makes a late discovery because the author  

withholds key information. 

• Doing something right the first time is always 
better than taking short cuts. 

• Stay focused and don’t daydream when you’re 
on the job. 

• Don’t make assumptions (e.g., lump is cigs). 
Thinking and knowing are two different things. 

• Don’t make assumptions (e.g., contents 
are pepper). Thinking and knowing are two 
different things. 


